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Language - English"A celebration of literary genius framed by 20th-century tragedy."--Richard
Bernstein, New York TimesFinally in paperback, this "monumental collection; gathers all of
Babel's deft and brutal writing, including a wide array of previously unavailable material, from
never-before-translated stories to plays and film scripts" (David Ulin, Los Angeles Times).
Reviewing the work in The New Republic, James Woods wrote that this groundbreaking volume
"represents a triumph of translating, editing, and publishing. Beautiful to hold, scholarly and also
popularly accessible, it is an enactment of love." Considered one of the greatest writers of the
twentieth century, Isaac Babel has left his mark on a generation of readers and writers. This
book will stand as Babel's final, most enduring legacy. Winner of the Koret Jewish Book Award;
A New York Times Notable Book, a and Library Journal Best Book, a Washington Post Book
World Rave, a Village Voice Favorite Book of the Year.

"A celebration of literary genius framed by 20th-century tragedy."About the AuthorIsaac Babel
was a journalist, playwright, and short story writer, whose works include the Russian
masterpieces Red Cavalry and The Odessa Tales. He was arrested and executed in a Soviet
prison in 1940.Nathalie Babel, his daughter, edited two other books of Babel's writing and is the
author of Hugo and Dostoevsky.Peter Constantine is the director of the Program in Literary
Translation at the University of Connecticut, the publisher of World Poetry Books, and editor-in-
chief of the magazine New Poetry in Translation. A prolific translator from several modern and
classical languages, Constantine was awarded the PEN Translation Prize for Six Early Stories by
Thomas Mann, the National Translation Award for The Undiscovered Chekhov, the Helen and
Kurt Wolff Translator’s Prize for his translation of The Bird Is a Raven by Benjamin Lebert, and
the Koret Jewish Book Award and a National Jewish Book Award citation for The Complete
Works of Isaac Babel.
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Althea, “The Odessa Stories are basically The Sopranos in Ukraine. This was another author
who I knew NOTHING about, but the book was proposed in our book group, particularly
because of the war in Ukraine. We wanted to learn as much as we could about the region and
history. Babel is beyond brilliant. The first few lines of the Odessa stories read like the opening
lines of the Sopranos. The people are violent, but also loveable, human, and hilarious. The Red
Calvary Tales, on the other hand, detail all of the brutality of the Russian Revolution. Babel was a
screenwriter born too soon. His writing is both journalistic and also like scripts for streaming
shows today. The amount of writing this man was able to produce in such a short time, words
just pouring out...it's astounding. And also amazing that the writing managed to make it to today.
The USSR tried to scrub him from history. He was a national treasure. Like Mark Twain, Babel
was able to slice a knife deep in telling hard truths, but so witty, the victims of his glare wouldn't
have even known they were cut in half.”

Fred Fox, “Like Finding A Secret Treasure. I bought this book after stumbling upon one of
Babel's army stories from the "Red Cavalry" collection. Babel truly is a master of short fiction. I
am surprised that I have gone this far in my life and have just now found him.The biographical
information provided by his daughter enhances the reading pleasure as well as draws attention
to the politics that contributed to self-censorship and eventual assassination from Stalin's
henchmen.Babel is the Checkov and the Turgenev of his time: classic Russian Short Fiction at
its most beautiful.The only drawback to this extensive collection is its extensiveness. Babel's
longer works and plays lack some of the focus and integrity of his short stories. Luckily the short
stories make up the bulk of the book.If you can afford it buy the hardcover. It comes in a
protective box and I guarantee this is a collection you will want to preserve and cherish forever.”

Ebook Library Reader, “excellent collection of Babel's works. A complete collection of Babel's
works is long overdue, especially some pieces that were previously unpublished.”

gnudung, “Terrifically energetic writing, well translated.. What a mistake was made by Stalin
when he purged Isaac Babel / Исаа́к Эммануи́лович Ба́бель. I would love to read his phantom
oeuvre: what he would’ve written had he lived. Expect to use your dictionary and other
resources. Also, expect to enjoy the results.”

Chris Reich, “It's Certainly Not Babble. If you have not read Babel, you should. This is a beautiful
addition to your library and, as advertised, contains the complete works. Why would you want
the complete works? Once your appetite is whet by Red Cavalry, you'll want more. Thus, you
might as well buy it in this attractively boxed set.The writing? Gritty and gut wrenching. And
unlike the western modernists, easy to understand. No interpretation required. Straight gut
punches.I highly recommend!Chris ReichTeachU.com”



Keith J. Phillips, “Classic. Isaac Babel's works should be read and re-read and re-re-read. At his
best, Babel can write such short, simple-appearing sentences that contain a complexity of
thoughts that stuns. At his worst, for example the purely propagandistic "blurbs." he is still
interesting but less mind-grabbing. It's no wonder Stalin had him shot. Babel would have caused
people to think, an always dangerous thing in a totalitarian state. If you like to think and like good
writing, The Complete Works are worth a look.”

BrooklynDavid, “Excellent!. Highly underrated writer - one of the 20th Century's greats - in an
excellent edition.”

Mimi, “new discovery. I was delighted to discover this book. Although I was a literature major
(and teacher) and have read lots of Russion lit, I had never heard of Isaac Babel. His story is
amazing.  I have just begun reading his short stories, but I think I will enjoy them.”

Len Berg, “Um dos maiores escritores ucranianos, ao lado de Wassily Grossman.. Escritor ao
qual eu retorno com muito interesse de tempos em tempos.”

Liemm, “I love it. I would rate this 9/10, a fantastic book despite it being second hand the book
was really good, I would recommend this to everyone (if they are interested in the subjects)”

The book by Kenneth Kee has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 72 people have provided feedback.
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